FIREM’N CHIT TEST

Circle One
1. True / False
All flammable vegetation should be at least 3 feet in all directions from a
fire?
2. True / False
A jug of water and/or a shovel should be near a fire at all times?
3. True / False
There can still be a fire if no flame or smoke can be seen?
4. True / False
Using gasoline or other flammable liquid to help start a fire is all right as
long as you don't add more after you have lit a match?
5. True / False
It is okay to play with burning sticks as long as they are in the fire circle.
6. True / False
Evidence of fires disappears in only a few days?

Fill-in
7. In many public parks & campgrounds you may need a __________________ to build a fire.
8. Sometimes it is better to use a _________________________ than a fire.
9. If there is not already a fire circle at a campsite then you can use a _______________ or
you can remove
_______________ when needing to build a fire.
10. Never leave a burning fire or stove _____________________.
11. Rocks used for a fire circle should be ____________ _____________ after you are done
using a fire.
12. When putting out a fire first __________ the embers then sprinkle __________ on the
embers until the fire is out.
13. Always keep a campfire under __________ __________.

Short Answer
14. How is it possible to tell if a fire is totally out?
15. If water in not available or is scarce what can be put on a fire to put it out?
16. In Troop 989 is it ever OK to have any kind of flame in your tent?
17. In Troop 989 does a Scout need adult supervision to attach a propane bottle to either a
camp stove or a lantern?

TOTIN’ CHIP TEST

KNIVES
1. Sharpen your knife on an oiled _____________________.
2. Hold the blade at a _____ degree angle to the whetstone.
3. How many hands are used to properly close a knife?____________________.
4. Don’t carry a knife with the _________ open.
5. Close the _________ before handing the knife to a friend.
6. Cut __________ from you to prevent injury.
7. Keep your knife dry, __________, and ___________ at all times.
AXES
8. List eight of the 14 areas of an axe.
1. ____________________
5. ____________________
2. ____________________
6. ____________________
3. ____________________
7. ____________________
4. ____________________
8. ____________________
9. How do you fix a loose axe head? ____________________________________
10. When honing an axe rub a dry ____________ against the axe blade in a
________________ motion.
11. What does bucking a log mean?
12. What is the procedure for filing an axe?
13. Safe cutting with an axe requires clearance of an area at least how far all around?
14. List two reasons for not driving an axe into the ground.
15. How many people are allowed in an axe yard at any time?
16. When an axe is not in use, what should be done with the blade?
17. Describe the contact method for chopping a stick.
18. Describe the contact method for splitting a stick.
19. Axe safety: _________ when you are tired. __________ it when not in use. When
passing an axe to someone, hold the handle near the _____________ with the
_______________ down.
SAWS
20. A saw will cut wood __________ as fast as an axe.
21. Hold the wood ___________ in place and use _____________, smooth saw strokes.
22. When you have ____________ to clear a campsite of saplings, saw them off just above
___________________.
23. Name two kinds of camp saws.
24. What kind of file is used to sharpen a saw?
25. Write the Outdoor Code and explain what it means.

